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Triple Bar Nuclear Security Training Course
The Triple Bar Nuclear Security (TBNS) has been developed in association with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). 
The IAEA will use the TBNS as pre course learning material for their classroom based training courses. In addition to this the 
National Skills Academy Nuclear (NSAN) will make the TBNS available to anyone wishing to gain fundamental nuclear security 
knowledge through their e-learning portal, The Nuclear Training Network www.nucleartrainingnetwork.com

The aim of the course is to increase awareness and knowledge about the fundamentals of Nuclear Security focussing 
on core concepts including:
• Threats and nuclear security
• The legal framework
• The role of the IAEA, State facilities and other players
• Methods of prevention, detection and response relating to nuclear security
• Other key nuclear security elements: Nuclear security culture, information/computer security, sustaining the regime including

training and capacity building

The information is captured in 3 specific modules;
Basic Nuclear Security Fundamentals (BNSF) 
Basic Nuclear Security Essentials (BNSE) 
Basic Nuclear Security Culture and Sustainability (BNSCS)

Who should complete it?
The course is aimed at organisations, or individual employees who 
wish to gain an overview of nuclear security, further information on 
specific nuclear security areas, or if an individual’s job involves nuclear 
security capacity based on the areas outlined below. Any individual that 
completes the TBNS will have a distinct advantage when progressing to 
an IAEA classroom based nuclear security training course. 

Choice of Delivery
On-line 
The course is available via NSAN’s e-learning portal, 
the Nuclear Training Network  
W: www.nucleartrainingnetwork.com

1. Basic Nuclear Security Fundamentals

Explores the use and renaissance of nuclear energy; introduces the 
IAEA as the world’s centre of co-operation in the nuclear security 
field; delves into Safety, Security and Safeguards and finally 
explains how to establish a national nuclear security regime.

Learning Outcomes
1. To understand the role and objectives of the IAEA as the world’s

centre of co-operation in the nuclear security field.

2. To explain the interface between safety, security and safeguards
in the nuclear field.

3. To identify the threats against which the nuclear industry need to
be protected.

4. To appreciate why there needs to be a sustained focus on nuclear
security.

5. To outline the key binding and non-binding legal instruments
relating to nuclear security.

2. Basic Nuclear Security Essentials

Provides an understanding of the key approaches to nuclear 
security for materials in and out of regulatory control. The role 
and function of physical protection systems, and how forward 
planning aids in an effective response to threat detection. 

Learning Outcomes
1. List the key approaches to nuclear security for materials in and

out of regulatory control.

2. Outline how physical protection helps to deter and detect
malicious acts.

3. Know how targets and threats are assessed for a graded
approach to nuclear security.

4. Identify preventive measures used at nuclear facilities.

5. Identify detection measures for unauthorised access or sabotage.

6. To outline how response planning contributes to a nuclear
security regime.

7. Identify protection requirements for nuclear material in transit.

8. Identify key measures taken for radioactive materials out
of regulatory control.

3. Basic Nuclear Security Culture and Sustainability

Explains what effective security culture is, including the human 
factors surrounding information security and computer security. 
The end point addresses sustaining a nuclear security regime.

Learning Outcomes
1. Outline what nuclear security culture is and why it is important.

2. Identify attitudes required for a nuclear security culture.

3. Recognise the interrelationship between nuclear security
culture and safety culture.

4. Outline the main legal instruments and standards for
information security.

5. Understand the need for security of nuclear related
‘information assets’.

6. Identify what information assets need to be handled as
sensitive information.

7. Outline the three principles of information security:
confidentiality, integrity and availability.

8. Recognise the main steps required to protect sensitive
information.

9. Outline the threats and consequences associated with
computer security.

10. Know the international and national legal basis for cyber security.

11. Appreciate the nature of cyber-threats to instrumentation
and control safety system.

12. Understand what is required for sustaining the nuclear
security regime.

13. Know what the SAT approach to training is and how it benefits
the nuclear security regime.
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More Information?
The Triple Bar Nuclear Security can be recorded on your 
Nuclear Skills Passport (NS4P). The NS4P has two primary 
functions: the recording of training records (cross site 
recognised standards in particular) and the recording and 
demonstration of competence to address the industry’s 
need for a common language to assist SQEP (Suitably 
Qualified and Experienced Personnel) requirements.

Triple Bar Training 
W: nucleartrainingnetwork.com

For more information contact the 
National Skills Academy Nuclear 
T: 01925 909700
W: nsan.co.uk
E: triplebar@nsan.co.uk




